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Fluorine is a chemical element with symbol F and atomic number 9. It is the lightest halogen and exists as a
highly toxic pale yellow diatomic gas at standard conditions.As the most electronegative element, it is
extremely reactive, as it reacts with almost all other elements, except for helium and neon.. Among the
elements, fluorine ranks 24th in universal abundance and 13th in terrestrial ...
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Borazine is an inorganic compound with the chemical formula (B H) 3 (N H) 3.In this cyclic compound, the
three BH units and three NH units alternate.The compound is isoelectronic and isostructural with
benzene.For this reason borazine is sometimes referred to as â€œinorganic benzeneâ€•. Like benzene,
borazine is a colourless liquid.
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I metalli alcalini costituiscono un gruppo molto omogeneo, adatto ad illustrare efficacemente l'influenza delle
dimensioni atomiche e ioniche sulle proprietÃ chimiche e fisiche, che variano in modo molto regolare lungo il
gruppo.
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Le dioxyde d'azote est un composÃ© chimique de formule NO 2.ConcentrÃ©, il se prÃ©sente comme qun
gaz brun-rouge toxique suffocant Ã l'odeur Ã¢cre et piquante caractÃ©ristique. C'est un prÃ©curseur de la
production industrielle de l'acide nitrique HNO 3 et un polluant majeur de l'atmosphÃ¨re terrestre produit par
les moteurs Ã combustion interne et les centrales thermiques ; il est ...
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